TOP-GMAT Video Course
15 Questions that YOU may have:
All these testimonials mentioned below are available on our website http://top-one-percent.com/testimonials.html

1. “I struggle with Math” (The Quantitative Section): Watch Kaavya Krishna (Harvard) who
initially struggled a lot with the Math portion of the exam (she was an Arts' Undergraduate). She
got into Harvard, Wharton, and Duke with significant scholarship. She could easily ace the Quant
Section and secure Ivy-League admits with our guidance. Click here.
2. “I struggle with Grammar” (Sentence Correction): Watch Tanmay Sarkar who struggled a lot
with grammar (the Sentence Correction portion of the test) when he started his training with us.
He scored a 760 with us and joined Carnegie Mellon University, Tepper. Click here.


Also watch Rahul Raghuwanshi's stunning feedback on how he initially used intuition to
tackle the Verbal section (only to produce disastrous results), but after training with us
started approaching the Verbal Section as if it were Math. Finally, he scored a whopping
760! Click here.

3. “I struggle with RC / CR” If you struggle with Reading Comprehension / Critical Reasoning:


Avik Gupta struggled with RC and CR for years before he joined us. Soon after, he was off
to Michigan Ross with a score of 770. Might we add, with a Verbal score of 44! Click here.



Anand Kumar had a similar story about CR. After our course he says that he can't resist the
urge to weaken arguments even in day-to-day conversations. The ACT that you will
learn here (our copyrighted technique to tackle CR) can be that potent! Click here.

4. “I struggle with the techniques for RC and SC”: If you wonder about our magical techniques
OCTAVE (for RC) or PRIME (for SC)


Watch Harsha K Nagaraj (GMAT 770, Darden) rave about our techniques for RC and SC.
Click here.

5. “I struggle with pacing / confidence to finish” If you struggle with PACING (Speed) / and
Confidence to finish the exam sections:


If he took 2-3 minutes to solve a question, after attending our course, he started taking less
than a minute to solve similar questions. Watch Pratik Khandelwal, who scored a 750 and
made it to Chicago Booth, talking about pacing, confidence and exam-readiness. And
about why we should open centers pan-India . Click here.

6. “I am good at Quant and need help only with Verbal” If you believe you are really great at the
Quant Section and need assistance only with Verbal:


Watch Ranjith Kagathi (GMAT 760) who had been a "Math gold-medalist" throughout his
school and college-years and initially didn't even want to attend the Quant training. He later
joined the entire course after attending our initial session. He also says,

“Sandeep knows the GMAT so well that sometimes you wonder
whether Sandeep has designed the GMAT Pattern and
Questions.” Click here.
7. “Will I get personal attention / doubt clearing?” If you worry about personal attention / doubtclearing:


Watch an incredibly stunning feedback from Anish Kannan (click here) who scored a 760
and joined Darden. He says that he could come to the center every day and clear doubts /
ask questions personally. He also talks about the MENTAL PREPARATION ASPECT OF
THE TEST and how we geared him to take the bull by the horns. Also watch Kaavya (here)
and Ranjith (here) about what they have to say about the 'personal-attention' aspect of our
course.

8. “I am an average guy / girl and won’t ever be able to get a 9 9th percentile score” If you think
you are an average student and can't ever get the 99th percentile score:


Watch Abhilash Joseph talk about how he initially never believed that he could ever reach
a 760 (the 99th percentile + ISB) as he thought he was weak at Math and average at Verbal,
but landed exactly that score! Click here.



Also, watch Abhimanyu Bhaker (GMAT 760) who says that prior to coming to us,
a 760 score was never "in the scene"; a 99th Percentile score was only "in the dream". Click
here.

9. “Do I need to refer to any other material?” If you think you think you need to refer to any other
material … Watch the 760 TRIO talk about our material:


Watch Vijay Vemuri who scored a 760 saying that he referred only to our material
exclusively. Also he talks about how he loved the CONCEPTUAL APPROACH that we took.
Click here.



Also watch Cristian Popescu (GMAT 760 / STANFORD ... a student of our Video Course
from Romania). He says that he never needed any kind of assistance (mail, call, doubtclearing etc.) once he received the video course because he found the course self-sufficient.
And he didn't refer to any other material at all. Click here. Also watch him standing at
Stanford Campus (wearing the Stanford GSB tag) and giving his feedback about us. Click
HERE.



And Pratik Singh (GMAT 760) who says that the material catered to the needs of the
GMAT at the highest level. He says that there were so many 700-800 level questions in
the material that he didn't face any difficulty in even one question while writing his actual
test. Click here.

10. “What if I feel low / frustrated at any stage?” If you worry about the emotional support during
your LOW / TOUGH moments:


Watch Siddharth Bhatia (standing inside Kellogg Campus) … He talks about the
emotional support as the most important assistance that he got from us. Click here.



Also watch Charan Mohan (ISB) who went from 550 to 730 (and from 18 to 40 in
Verbal) raving about how he got a lot of confidence from us to score a 40 in Verbal. Click
here.
Also watch Shekhar Vijayan who got a score of 45 (99th Percentile) in Verbal (the
highest percentile score that you can get in Verbal) about how we helped him build his
temperament for the big occasion. Click here.



11. “What about a customized solution?” If you feel whether we will understand your individual
needs / problems ... OR whether we can customize our training for you:


Watch Akshay Goel (GMAT 750 / IIM Calcutta and HKUST) who says that in just 15
minutes, we understood his specific problem areas, devised a customized plan of action,
and provided customized help. Click here.

12. “What about motivation from time to time?” If you are wondering about the motivation /
inspiration to achieve a super-high score:


Watch THE 770 TRIO (Karthykeyan: 770 / Michigan Ross … HERE, Raghav Goel: 770 / MIT
Sloan … HERE, and Jyothiprakash: 770 / Michigan Ross … HERE) PLUS a 760 scorer
Srikanth T (ISB) about how they feel that the right motivation / challenge really helped
them crack the 770 / 760. In fact Srikanth goes on to call me an INSPIRATION MACHINE.
Click HERE.

13. “Can I fast-track my preparation?” If you want to fast-track your preparation with us:


Watch Vikas Jain (GMAT 760 – in just one week … HERE) and Manish Chauhan (GMAT
750 – in just two weeks – London Business School) talk about how they prepared for
just 1/2 weeks and got such spectacular scores. Manish goes on to say ... "Nobody knows
the GMAT better than Sandeep." Click here.

14. “How well do the instructors at Top-One-Percent know the GMAT?” If you wonder how well
we know the GMAT:


Watch Ankur Grover speaking from INSEAD campus, France talk about our command
over, passion for, and confidence with the GMAT. He believes that we have given 10,000

hours (he refers to the book OUTLIERS by Malcolm Gladwell) to
the GMAT. Click here. Also watch Ranjith’s (here) and Manish’s (here) feedback above.
15. “If I have low expectations from my own self?”


Watch Teja Achanta (780) talking about how he reset his own personal success meter
after attending our classes. He says that he was able to redefine the ordinary expectations
that he had from himself and could go on to score 780. Click here.

All these testimonials above are available on our website http://top-one-percent.com/testimonials.html

